Entity search is an emerging IR and NLP task that involves the retrieval of entities of a specific type in response to a query. We address the "similar researcher search" or the "researcher recommendation" problem, an instance of "similar entity search" for the academic domain. In response to a 'researcher name' query, the goal of a researcher recommender system is to output the list of researchers that have similar expertise as that of the queried researcher. We propose models for computing similarity between researchers based on expertise profiles extracted from their publications and academic homepages. We provide results of our models for the recommendation task on two publicly-available datasets. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to address content-based researcher recommendation in an academic setting and demonstrate it for Computer Science via our system, ScholarSearch.
INTRODUCTION
Entity search and retrieval where the goal is to retrieve "objects" (such as cars, books, people) in response to user queries is an emerging research interest in the Information Retrieval community. The recent systems submitted to the entity tracks of INEX 1 and TREC 2 illustrate some approaches for facilitating entity retrieval in the general domain. In this Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires no prior specific permission and/or a fee. JCDL '12 paper, we focus on enabling entity retrieval in the academic domain where the entities of interest are researchers. We use the terms entity, expert, and researcher interchangeably in this paper. Entity retrieval has been studied in form of the "expertise search" problem in the academic domain and has been implemented in systems such as ArnetMiner 3 and Microsoft Academic Search 4 . However, to the best of our knowledge, "similar researcher search" has not been addressed via content-based approaches in the academic domain although previous work exists on predicting collaborators based on co-authorship networks [8] . Researcher recommendation differs from expertise search in that the input to the system is not a "topic query" but instead a "researcher name", and the goal is to find researchers who are similar to the queried researcher in their expertise areas. In contrast with co-author prediction, we wish to retrieve researchers who work on similar areas even if they are far apart in the co-authorship network.
As a motivating application, consider the panel selection process for a conference where the program chair wants to select a panel of reviewers for the "information extraction" track. Given an expert search system, the chair can obtain a list of "expert" recommendations for forming a panel in response to the topic query, "information extraction". On the other hand, she could use an exemplar entity in a "similar researcher search" system and search for researchers similar to "Andrew McCallum". Note that the retrieved entities in both the cases need not be the same because "Andrew McCallum" can be associated with several other expertise areas apart from "information extraction" and our recommender system seeks to retrieve researchers whose profiles are most similar to that of "Andrew McCallum" but at the same time need not be close collaborators of McCallum.
Researcher expertise profiles could be modeled using various representations. Some representations explored for the expertise search task include term vectors based on the documents authored by the researcher, probability distribution of topics s/he worked on or structural attributes describing the researcher [13, 19, 11, 3] . Irrespective of the underlying representation, for enabling "similar researcher search", we require that there exists a function that acts on two profiles and outputs a real value, (∃f (s 1, s2) → R), that can be used to compare the closeness between two profiles. Therefore, given the set of researchers, E = {e1, e2, . . . en} with profiles (S = {se 1 , se 2 , . . . se n }), an input researcher name, eq, and a parameter k, our recommender system retrieves Eq ⊆ E, ranks them using f and outputs the top-k researchers with profiles most similar to se q .
Contributions and Organization:
We have just formally defined "researcher recommendation", an instance of "similar entity search" for the academic domain. Next, we propose models for representating researcher profiles and computing similarity with these representations (Section 2). We provide experimental evaluation for the recommendation task on two publicly-available datasets: ArnetMiner and the UvT collection 5 in Section 3. We demonstrate ScholarSearch (Figure 1) , that implements researcher recommendation for the Computer Science domain using the data from the digital library portal, CiteSeer X 6 . Finally, we summarize previous research that is closely related to our problem in Section 4 before concluding in Section 5.
OBTAINING SIMILAR RESEARCHERS
In Section 1, we defined the "similar researcher search" problem. Note that measuring similarity between expertise profiles presumes that we have evidence that can be used to compute similarities. For the academic domain, it is typical to measure expertise in an area in terms of a researcher's publications, descriptions of projects he or she has previously worked on, course contributions, citation information, the academic network involving a researcher, etc. This information is not easily available for all disciplines. For instance, it is more common to find research literature online for disciplines like Computer Science rather than Chemistry. Needless to say, expertise modeling depends on what evidence is available for a given discipline and various techniques are possible for extracting the same [15, 4, 20] . In the following discussion, we assume the availability of such evidence in terms of a representative document collection or at least academic homepages that concisely summarize a researcher's activities and publication information. Even if the former is not available for a discipline, previous research has illustrated techniques for obtaining researcher homepages from the web [9] .
Given the set of expertise profiles for researchers, we explore the following techniques for computing similarity between two researcher profiles:
1. Okapi BM25 (OKAPI): A researcher profile is represented using a vector corresponding to terms in a vocabulary derived based on the content associated with the researcher. Treating one profile as the query and the second as a document, ranking functions employed in IR can be used to obtain the similarity between them. Consider for instance, the Okapi BM25 ranking function widely used in various IR systems and across text collections. The similarity between two profiles is computed using the BM25 formula as follows:
In the above formula, IDF (w) refers to the inverse document frequency of the word, a measure of rareness of the word computed as:
N is the total number of profiles in the collection, N (w), the number of profiles containing w and tf (w, s2), the number of times, the term w appears in the profile of e2. The parameter k1 is typically set to a value between [1.2, 2] whereas b is typically set to 0.75 in this formula in absence of other information. Additional details on this formula and parameter settings can be found in Jones, et al. [16] .
2. KL Divergence (KLD): In this representation, a researcher profile is represented in terms of a probability distribution. For instance, given a set of documents associated with a researcher, a multinomial distribution can be fit to model the term counts in these documents and Kullback−Leibler divergence used to quantify the similarity between two probability distributions. Given θs 1 and θs 2 , the multinomial probability distributions associated with the profiles of researchers, e1 and e2 respectively, KL divergence [6] between them is given by 3. Probablistic Modeling (PM): Researchers tend to work on multiple related areas and it might be more more appropriate to model their profiles as topic mixtures instead of a single multinomial distribution. Latent Dirichlet Allocation is a commonly-used topic modeling tool for unsupervised clustering of data and exploratory analysis [7] . We model the set of expertise profiles using T topics and obtain the topic distribution corresponding to each profile. The similarity between two profiles, s1 and s2 can now be measured in terms of the conditional probability of generating the profile s2, from the profile s1, P (s2|s1). Assuming conditional independence between s1 and s2 given a topic and a uniform distribution on topics and entities this can be evaluated as follows
The above formulae only show terms that affect the relative ranking of profiles with respect to s1.
4.
Trace-based Similarity (REL): He, et al. extended van Rijsbergen's proposal to use Gleason's theorem in IR by modeling concepts as vector subspaces that are represented using density matrices (A density matrix is a symmetric, positive semi-definite matrix whose trace is 1) [18, 14] . In their formulation the density matrix for a document d, in terms of concepts ci, i = 1 . . . k can be written as
the probability that a concept c is relevant to a document d is computed as p d (c) = T r(c T d c).
Based on the derivations worked out by these authors, a relevance score between two researcher profiles, s1 and s2 can be computed using the corresponding density matrices using the formula Rel(s1, s2) = 1 k1k2
where
In our experiments, we computed the density matrices as Ts = ss where s is the one-dimensional unit TFIDF vector representing a researcher's profile. More complicated techniques for setting the density matrices are possible but are a subject of future study.
EXPERIMENTS
To the best of our knowledge, no standard datasets exist for evaluating the academic researcher recommendation task. However, the UvT Expert collection and the datasets used in ArnetMiner [20] are publicly available for evaluating Expertise Search. These datasets contain 'topic' queries and associated with each query are manually-identified lists of researchers with expertise on the specific topic. We created datasets for evaluating the recommendation task as follows: for a given topic query, from the set of experts listed with the query, we randomly choose one of the experts as the "researcher name query". The other experts in the set comprise the similar researchers (or the 'gold' list) for this query. The lists of researchers recommended by our techniques are compared against these gold lists during evaluation. Considering only topic queries for which five or more researchers are listed with the query, we obtained a list of 163 queries for the UvT collection and 16 for ArnetMiner. The UvT collection was collected using the Webwijs system developed at Tilburg University (UvT) and contains information on UvT employees who are involved in research or teaching. The homepages, research profiles, publications and course pages of employees are included in this collection when available. Content from these sources was used to model the profiles for researchers in this dataset. For ArnetMiner, we use the document collection of CiteSeerX for modeling the expertise profiles of researchers. That is, for both the datasets, all documents associated with a given researcher are used as an aggregate document while forming the expertise profile representations (of Section 2) for that researcher.
We measure the performance of the models proposed in Section 2 on the UvT and the ArnetMiner datasets for the researcher recommendation task using average recall and Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) scores as a function of K (the number of retrieved results examined). Recall measures the overlap between the 'gold' lists and the retrieved lists whereas MRR indicates the rank at which the first "correct" researcher was found. As indicated in Table 1 , for both the datasets, simpler models based on term vectors such as OKAPI and REL performed better than the more involved models, KLD and PM. Note that these results are indicative but an error analysis including a user study is required for a precise performance evaluation. This is because the researchers recommended by various methods may still be relevant despite not being marked as 'correct' in the 'gold' lists of our datasets. Retrieval measures that are sensitive to incomplete relevance judgements need to be studied for evaluation [1] . ScholarSearch Demo 7 : Figure 1 illustrates two modes of operation of ScholarSearch on a small subset of 15, 000 authors in CiteSeer X . Snapshot (a) denotes the results of topic-based querying for "query optimization" whereas snapshot (b) shows the results of similar-researcher search with the researcher name, "Jayant Haritsa". In this system, topicbased expertise search was implemented using the models proposed in Demartini, et al. [12] . ScholarSearch also provides the "homepage search" functionality (not shown in the figure) using the ranking function previously proposed by us [10] . The "Find Similar Experts" option implements the researcher recommendation task described in this paper, using the REL (Section 2) model. We provide the top-5 recommendations retrieved by our system in response to a few researcher names in Table 2 . As the anecdotal evidence indicates ScholarSearch predictions for "similar researchers" in response to the queried researcher's name are quite reasonable. 
RELATED WORK
The list-completion tasks in TREC and INEX address the similar-entity finding task in the general domain. The proceedings of these competitions discuss various systems that were designed to handle this task. In contrast to our problem, the input queries in these systems, include a query topic description with examples of entities. The participating systems need to extract the relation between the example entities and the topic description and propose entities that hold a similar relation with the topic description, as part of the answer. Similar expert finding was addressed by Balog, et al. on the TREC data using the relations a candidate expert has with other experts, documents and terms [5] . Hofmann, et al. considered the contextual factors such as organizational setup and combined them with content-based retrieval scores to find similar experts within an organization [15] . Although we could not find previous work on content-based similar-entity finding in academic disciplines, previous work exists for predicting researchers to collaborate with. Chen, et al. presented CollabSeer that uses the structure of the co-author network to predict research collaborators [8] . Xu, et al [21] use a two-layer network model that combines coauthor network and researcher-concept network for making researcher recommendations. However, our approach targets the prediction of researchers with similar expertise profiles based on content they generate and not on their distance in the co-authorship graph. Several models also address the closely-related task of expert search/ranking given a topic query both in academic domains and enterprises. Typically, a document collection available in a domain is used to infer the expertise of an author based on the authorship information [2, 17, 13] . In some cases, the underlying connections between documents, researchers and other entities can be explored via graph-based models [19, 11] .
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we formulated the researcher recommendation problem in academic environments. We discussed several techniques for representing expertise profiles based on the available evidence and proposed models for computing similarity between two profiles. We evaluated our proposed techniques on two publicly-available datasets and showed the viability and usability of researcher recommendation via our demo system, ScholarSearch. We are currently focusing on improving the accuracy as well as the response time of our recommendation system. To this end, we are exploring techniques for a more accurate representation for researcher profiles, not just in terms of the documents but including also the underlying academic network between researchers and metadata information such as university affiliations.
